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ABSTRACT
We present new spectroscopy in the optical range and 21-cm H I data covering the Ruprecht
55 (Ru 55) field in the Puppis window where several authors have proposed the existence of
one (or two) clusters.
We have determined new MK spectral types for about 50 stars in the region, finding 43
OB-type stars among them. LS 985 was found to be an O9 V + O9.5 III binary and it is the
earliest type of star in our observed sample.
We have identified a stellar OB association (Ru 55), which is most likely related to a depletion
detected in our H I data, as: (i) they are located at the same distance (6 kpc), within observational
errors; (ii) both have similar radial velocities (∼67 km s−1); (iii) current OB stars could have
provided the energy needed to blow the cavity; (iv) the dynamical time-scale for the hole buildup
matches the age estimated for the earliest OB stars; and (v) LS 985 might be responsible for
ionizing the H I cavity inner walls close to it.
Key words: stars: early-type – ISM: bubbles – ISM: kinematics and dynamics – open clusters
and associations: individual: Ruprecht 55 – Galaxy: structure.
1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
OB associations are natural tracers of the spiral structure of galaxies
such as our Milky Way. Although there is increasing knowledge of
the local neighbourhood associations (de Zeeuw et al. 1999) it is
still very difficult to obtain information of stellar groupings beyond
some kiloparsecs from us. The fact that the Sun lies in the very
Galactic plane makes it almost impossible to see through the near-
est neighbouring spiral arms (i.e. Perseus outwards and Sagittarius
inwards).
However, there are specific directions in the sky which we can
point at in order to peek at more distant OB associations. One of
these, the so-called ‘Puppis window’ is located in the third quadrant
(230◦ < l < 255◦). In this direction we can trace the extension of the
Perseus arm in the outer regions of our Galaxy, thanks to the rela-
tively low extinction between spiral arms. Furthermore, this window
allows the galactic structure to be probed even further, as far as the
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‘15-kpc arm’ (Stetson & Fitzgerald 1985). Yet, the downside is that
everything is projected on the observed field, and it turns out to be
quite difficult to reliably identify the membership of individual stars
in a particular group. It is therefore necessary to gather information
from photometry (magnitudes and colours), spectroscopy (intrinsic
colours and kinematics) and radio wavelength observations (inter-
stellar matter).
The first extensive study dedicated to the detection of OB stars in
the Puppis window was performed by Orsatti (1992, hereafter O92)
covering some 40 deg2 centred on l = 248◦, b = −1.◦5. Among
other findings, it was noticed that a number of OB+ stars seemed
to group around the location of the Ruprecht 55 (Ru 55) star clus-
ter. This cluster has been the subject of a photographic photometry
search for members by Dodd & Ellery (1980, hereafter DE80), and
photoelectric photometry study by Orsatti (1995, hereafter O95).
O95 suggests that there are two clusters lying in the direction to-
wards Ru 55, which she labelled as Ru 55 A and Ru 55 B, lying 4.2
and 7.5 kpc away from the Sun, respectively. This would place Ru
55 A in the Perseus arm and Ru 55 B in the 15-kpc arm. These dis-
tances make any kinematical study based on proper motions almost
impossible for the facilities currently available.
The goal of this study is to investigate the existence of a stellar
cluster or association where suggested by Ruprecht and collabora-
tors (Alter et al. 1970) and therefore to estimate its location within
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our Galaxy and its evolutionary stage. In order to tackle this prob-
lem we started a programme to obtain CCD photometry and medium
resolution spectroscopy of the earliest-type star candidate members
of Ru 55, and to compare their kinematics with that of the neutral
hydrogen in its neighbourhood.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
2.1 Photometry
Observations were carried out using the Curtis Schmidt Telescope at
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO, Chile) during
three nights in 1994 March. A Thompson 1024 × 1024 CCD was
used, covering a field of view of 31 arcmin on a side, with a pixel
scale of 1.83 arcsec pixel−1. Seven fields including Ru 55 and its
surrounding area were observed using U, B, V and R filters, tied to
the SA104 standard star field (Landolt 1992). Aperture photometry
was performed using the DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987) within
IRAF.1
2.2 Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations of candidates selected from the litera-
ture and our CCD photometry were obtained on three observing
runs. The selection was based on the magnitude V < 13.5, and the
reddening-free parameter Q < −0.4, although the observed sam-
ple is not complete. Medium resolution (0.45 A˚ px−1) spectroscopy
was obtained at the 2.15-m telescope at the Complejo Astrono´mico
El Leoncito (CASLEO) using the REOSC e´chelle Cassegrain spec-
trograph2 in 1994 January and with the Shectman–Heathcote two-
dimensional photon-counting detector on the Cassegrain spectro-
graph attached to the 1-m telescope at CTIO in 1994 February.
Low-resolution (1.65 A˚ px−1) spectroscopy was obtained with the
REOSC spectrograph in simple dispersion mode at CASLEO in
1996 February. Spectra were reduced using standard procedures
with IRAF.
2.3 Radio
Neutral hydrogen line observations at 1420 MHz were made using
the 30-m dish of the Instituto Argentino de Radioastronomı´a (IAR)
at Villa Elisa (Argentina). A full-sampled raster map in galactic
coordinates covering the area defined by 247.◦0 6 l 6 252.◦0 and
−1.◦0 6 b 6 +5.◦0, centred at the optical position of Ru 55, was
observed in 1994 March. The half power beamwidth (HPBW) of
this antenna is 30 arcmin at that frequency. The receiver was used
in its total power mode. The system temperature against cold sky
was about 35 K. A 1008-channel autocorrelator was used as the
back end. The bandwidth of 5 MHz yields a velocity resolution
of 1.27 km s−1 and a velocity coverage of about 1060 km s−1.
The integration time of each point was 1 min, yielding a rms noise
level of individual profiles of 0.16–0.21 K in main beam brightness
temperature. The brightness temperature scale was derived from
observations of the calibration point S9 (Williams 1973). The overall
brightness temperature scale is accurate to within 3–4 per cent.
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, op-
erated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
2 On long-term loan to CASLEO from Lie`ge Observatory.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the (U–B), (B–V ) colours and V magni-
tudes obtained in our study and those available in the literature.
3 R E S U LT S
3.1 Comparison with previous photometric studies
UBV magnitudes were derived for stars in the region from our CCD
frames. Previously, O92 and DE80 presented photoelectric and pho-
tographic photometry in the same region. For stars in common with
those studies we have compared the values for V magnitudes and
B–V , U–B colours finding no evidence of systematic differences be-
tween them (see Fig. 1). The star DE 32 ([O92] 390) was measured
to have V = 11.17, 10.75, and 11.33 in DE80, O92 and the present
paper, respectively. These discrepancies (also pointed out in O95)
could indicate intrinsic variability of the star which is also suggested
by the variable emission line spectrum (see Section 3.2). Table 1 lists
the stars in the field of Ru 55 observed spectroscopically in this in-
vestigation. The photometric information recorded in this table is
as follows in order of availability and preference: CCD photometry
(this paper), photoelectric and photographic photometry from DE80
and O92.
3.2 Spectral classification
Spectral classification is required in order to obtain reliable intrin-
sic colours needed to correct for interstellar reddening and absorp-
tion. We have therefore obtained high signal-to-noise spectra for 44
early-type stars among the probable members of Ru 55. We derived
spectral types from our data (listed in Table 1) according to the
classification criteria described by Walborn & Fitzpatrick (1990).
Comments about particular characteristics of these objects are also
included in Table 1. Fig. 2 only includes spectra of stars mentioned
in the text. The full set of figures showing spectra for all stars in-
cluded in Table 1 is available in the electronic version of the article
on Synergy.
We have found an O-type double-lined binary, LS 985 (which we
will discuss further below), a majority of early B-type stars (some of
them of luminosity classes I and II) and a few foreground late-type
stars.
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Table 1. Photometric and spectroscopic information for individual stars analysed in this work. Column 1 lists the star identification where LS indicates stars
in the Luminous Star Catalogue (Stephenson & Sanduleak 1971), DE indicates stars in DE80, [O92] labels stars according to O92 and S labels stars from
this work, following GSC2.2 nomenclature. Columns 2 and 3 show the stellar celestial coordinates in the J2000 frame, columns 4–6 list the UBV magnitude
and colours. The MK spectral classification is listed in column 7 and their corresponding intrinsic (B–V) colour is shown in column 8. LSR radial velocities
are listed in column 9 and their corresponding errors (with the number of spectra available between parentheses) in column 10. The derived DM are listed in
column 11.
ID α2000 δ2000 V (B–V ) (U–B) Spectral type (B–V )0 V r 1V r DM
LS 987 (DE 25) 08 12 10.0 −32 34 05 8.56 0.41 −0.50 B2.5 Iab −0.15 72 6 (8) 13.2
HD 68552 (LS 985) 08 11 42.1 −32 09 13 9.12 0.05 −0.76 O9.5III + O9Ve −0.31 78 71 (3) 13.2
LS 953 08 04 28.6 −30 58 21 10.45 0.25 −0.79 Be pec −0.26 50 6 (3) 13.3
LS 994 (DE 30) 08 12 32.5 −32 34 34 10.80 0.31 −0.59 B1 IIe −0.26 63 6 (7) 14.4
LS 988 (DE 31) 08 12 11.8 −32 39 20 10.83 0.35 −0.65 B1 II −0.26 69 6 (7) 14.3
LS 991 (DE 29) 08 12 21.0 −32 35 03 10.85 0.28 −0.58 B1 IV −0.26 67 23 (7) 13.0
DE 13 08 12 44.3 −32 38 53 10.96 0.16 −0.31 B9 V −0.07 10 34 (6) 10.0
DE 23 08 12 27.0 −32 39 41 11.18 0.28 −0.39 B3 V −0.20 36 6 (7) 11.3
LS 989 ([O92] 390,DE 32) 08 12 12.5 −32 28 14 11.33 0.34 −0.57 B0 IIIe −0.29 68 6 (6) 14.5
LS 970 08 08 39.3 −33 04 51 11.39 0.15 −0.97 B0.5 IV −0.28 −21 19 (2) 14.3
[O92] 366 08 09 46.6 −32 14 52 11.48 0.26 −0.57 B2-3 III −0.22 34 6 (2) 13.5
S 1330122882 08 12 20.8 −32 47 33 11.59 0.22 −0.45 B3 V −0.20 . . . . . . 11.9
LS 961 08 05 56.9 −33 00 22 11.62 0.61 −0.34 B1 III −0.26 5 18 (1) 13.3
LS 1003 (DE 34) 08 12 58.0 −32 34 45 11.78 0.19 −0.57 B2 IV −0.24 61 6 (6) 13.5
[O92] 372 08 10 18.7 −31 07 21 11.80 . . . . . . B2-3 III Ve −0.22 62 23 (2) . . .
LS 963 ([O92] 330) 08 06 11.6 −33 16 42 11.88 0.67 −0.27 B1 II −0.26 108 50 (3) 14.4
LS 999 (DE 33) 08 12 49.6 −32 29 34 12.02 0.19 −0.44 B3 V + B5-7 −0.20 30 135 (6) 12.4
DE 26 08 12 22.7 −32 30 22 12.19 0.17 −0.30 B9 V −0.07 1 7 (6) 11.3
LS 1009 08 13 42.5 −32 53 17 12.27 0.09 −0.70 B2-3 III–V −0.22 38 20 (3) 14.1
[O92] 388 08 11 53.3 −32 23 49 12.40 0.35 −0.42 B3-5 V −0.19 52 8 (6) 12.2
[O92] 351 08 08 03.9 −32 13 29 12.45 0.97 −0.20 Be pec −0.26 56 24 (3) 13.0
S 133012255 08 11 53.8 −32 17 52 12.52 0.75 −0.17 G0 V 0.58 . . . . . . 7.6
DE 35 08 12 20.3 −32 35 06 12.63 0.27 −0.52 B1 IV −0.26 64 12 (3) 14.8
DE 36 08 12 21.3 −32 35 11 12.64 0.21 −0.56 B1 V −0.26 71 6 (8) 14.4
DE 10 08 12 23.8 −32 29 41 12.79 0.36 −0.09 B9 V −0.07 28 14 (4) 11.3
[O92] 349 08 08 02.8 −31 35 46 12.83 0.63 −0.34 B1 IIIe −0.26 108 6 (2) 14.5
[O92] 358 08 08 54.5 −31 48 09 12.83 0.68 −0.43 B2-3 III–Ve −0.22 24 15 (2) 12.8
S 13303211856 08 12 50.4 −32 17 12 12.85 0.29 −0.48 B2.5 V −0.22 . . . . . . 13.3
[O92] 387 (DE01) 08 11 45.0 −32 32 46 12.91 0.50 −0.31 B2 III–V −0.22 72 9 (7) 13.4
[O92] 383 08 11 10.0 −32 33 31 12.94 0.27 −0.56 B2 III–V + B3 −0.24 75 158 (2) 14.5
[O92] 348 08 08 02.2 −31 24 09 13.03 0.43 −0.14 B3 V −0.20 46 8 (5) 12.7
[O92] 379 08 10 48.6 −32 02 27 13.08 0.58 −0.15 B3-5 III–Ve −0.19 57 13 (2) 12.8
S 13303211827 08 11 30.1 −32 15 31 13.18 0.30 −0.48 B2.5 V −0.22 . . . . . . 13.6
[O92] 376 08 10 29.5 −32 30 21 13.20 0.43 −0.48 B2 III–V −0.24 73 16 (1) 14.2
S 1330122206 08 13 32.1 −32 23 22 13.36 0.16 −0.41 B2 V −0.24 . . . . . . 14.6
[O92] 347 08 07 47.9 −32 24 05 13.37 0.88 −0.28 B1 V −0.26 41 6 (1) 13.0
S 1330122143 08 11 22.6 −32 21 22 13.39 0.46 −0.54 B2 IV −0.24 . . . . . . 14.3
[O92] 368 08 09 58.4 −32 32 01 13.40 0.68 −0.34 B3-5 V −0.19 78 6 (2) 12.1
S 1330122143 08 11 22.7 −32 21 24 13.41 0.30 −0.50 B2 IV −0.24 . . . . . . 14.8
S 13303211460 08 09 43.7 −32 04 37 13.43 0.36 −0.48 B2 III–V −0.24 . . . . . . 14.7
DE 04 08 12 10.4 −32 30 27 13.47 0.30 −0.40 B2 Vne −0.24 85 25 (5) 14.3
S 1330122754 08 11 35.5 −32 42 37 13.48 0.42 −0.49 B2 V −0.24 . . . . . . 13.9
[O92] 381 08 11 03.2 −32 45 43 13.49 0.51 −0.36 B3 III −0.20 83 8 (2) 14.3
[O92] 359 08 08 56.1 −32 11 56 13.87 0.52 −0.18 B2-3 III–Ve −0.22 47 10 (1) 14.3
S 133012232510 08 12 13.8 −32 53 51 14.17 0.10 −0.87 A0 V −0.02 . . . . . . 13.2
Among the most luminous stars in the observed sample, we find
one B-type supergiant (LS 987, see Fig. 2) and three B1-type stars
of luminosity class II. One of the latter (LS 994) shows Balmer lines
which are partially filled with emission, also observable in He I 5015
and 5876 A˚. From the analysis of three medium-resolution spectra
of LS 963 (B1 II) we determined that this star shows variable radial
velocity (see next section).
Among the giant stars, the spectroscopic double-lined binary LS
985 shows weak emission in Hβ (Fig. 3). This is the only O-
type star detected in the area, and it is also a visual binary with
2.1-arcsec separation and V magnitudes of 9.7 and 10.0 for both
components, respectively (cf. Dommanget & Nys 2002). Curiously,
LS 985 has been classified as B5 Ib/II in the Michigan Spectral
Survey (Houk 1982) and B1 V (Garrison, Hiltner & Schild 1977).
Those classifications indicate no detection of He II absorption lines.
Our spectra of LS 985 were obtained with a slit of 2.5 arcsec in
width, and a seeing about 2–3 arcsec, therefore both components
of the visual binary were on the slit. As we will discuss in the
next section, LS 985 shows variable radial velocities among its
spectral features but with the available spectrographic material it
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Figure 2. Sample spectra of stars in Ru 55 whose features are mentioned
in the text. The complete set of spectra is available in the electronic version
of the article on Synergy.
is not possible to specify how many stars compose this multiple
system.
LS 989 (DE 32) is an early-B giant showing emission in Balmer
and He I lines (Fig. 2). For example, He I 4471 A˚ and He I 4922 A˚
are partially filled by emission, easily seen when they are compared
with He I 4387 A˚. The intensity and shape of the Hβ emission is
variable over a few days scale.
We identified several Be stars in the sample (10 out of 42). In
particular, two of these are classified as Bep: LS 953 (Fig. 4) and
[O92] 351 (Fig. 5). LS 953 displays strong Hβ emission with two
barely resolved peaks, also present in Fe II multiplet 42. The ab-
sorption profiles are significantly broadened by rotation. [O92] 351
shows a noticeable Hβ emission superimposed on a continuum with
weak absorptions of H, He I at shorter wavelengths, and many faint
emissions of Fe II and He I. Also, [O92] 351 exhibits (V − Ks) =
3.31 (Ks magnitude from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
Point Source Catalogue;3 Cutri et al. 2000) indicating a possible in-
trinsic infrared excess of this source compared with normal (V −
Ks) colours for B-type stars (−0.9 for B0 to −0.2 for B9; Johnson
1966).
3.3 Stellar radial velocities
Binarity imposes a strict condition on the observation process fol-
lowed to obtain radial velocities: repetition. No single calculation of
a stellar radial velocity is to be fully trusted, unless subsequent mon-
itoring confirms it. The large amounts of telescope time involved in
this unavoidably delay the outcome of reliable findings. Table 1
lists our determinations of stellar radial velocities for a set of stars
in the Ru 55 field, referred to the local standard of rest (LSR). These
were converted from heliocentric velocities assuming the motion of
the Sun with respect to the LSR to be 20 km s−1 in the direction
α = 18h, δ =+20◦. Individual radial velocities were determined for
each spectral feature by fitting Gaussian profiles to each absorption
(or emission) feature in the stellar spectra in order to check for sys-
tematic differences among different ions – another flag of binarity –
3 2MASS is a joint project of the University of Massachusetts and the In-
frared Processing and Analysis Center/California Institute of Technology,
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
and averaged to obtain the stellar radial velocity. The uncertainty
in this average value indicates 1V r when only one observation
is available. When two or more radial velocity determinations are
performed, 1V r reflects the dispersion among these. There is, how-
ever, a minimum uncertainty in the determination of the centroid
of a spectral feature which is approximately one tenth of the spec-
tral resolution which, for this case, is ∼6 km s−1. The number of
spectra available for each star is given in parentheses in column 10
of Table 1. Analysing the radial velocities derived from medium-
resolution spectra we discovered three stars with composite spectra,
four stars whose radial velocity variations suggest single-line spec-
troscopic binary nature, and two stars with probable variable radial
velocity. Of the stars exhibiting composite spectra, we would suggest
that LS 999 and [O92] 383 are double-lined spectroscopic binaries.
The multiple nature of the O-type star LS 985 might be more com-
plex, as mentioned in the previous section. This object is a visual
double with components of very similar brightness separated by 2.1
arcsec. From our radial velocity determinations we cannot assert
whether we are dealing with a double-lined spectroscopic binary or
a higher multiplicity system. From the set of three observations, two
of these show absorption lines that can be deblended in two compo-
nents with radial velocities of about 0 and 155 km s−1. If both compo-
nents are of similar mass, we can guess a systemic velocity of about
78 km s−1. The remaining spectrum of LS 985 shows no line split-
ting, with a radial velocity of 59 km s−1. The existence of further
components in the system cannot either be inferred or ruled out.
4 D I S TA N C E S A N D K I N E M AT I C S
4.1 Spectroscopic parallaxes
The distance to the stars is determined using the method of spec-
troscopic parallax. From our determination of spectral types, we
obtain the colour excesses E(B–V) using the spectral type to intrin-
sic colours calibration from Schmidt-Kaler (1982). We assume for
RV a canonical value of 3.1, and then we correct our V photometry
for extinction, V 0 = V –3.1 E(B–V ). Also, the visual absolute mag-
nitudes for the corresponding spectral type are taken from Schmidt-
Kaler (1982), through bilinear interpolation for spectral type and
luminosity class. For the two Be peculiar stars we arbitrarily adopt,
as an upper limit, the colours and magnitude of a B1 III star. Pre-
vious colour excesses were derived purely from photometric data
and we have checked for the presence of any systematic difference
between them and the excesses obtained from the spectral classi-
fication. As can be seen in Fig. 6, we detect a slight (∼0.05 mag)
systematic overestimate of E(B–V ) from photometric data, most
probably due to the limited information provided by the OB+, OB,
OB− classification from objective prism spectroscopy.
The upper left-hand panel of Fig. 7 presents the histogram of
the distribution of distance moduli (DM) for the observed stars.
Two clusterings are apparent, identified by different strip patterns,
at roughly V 0 − MV ∼ 13.4 (4.8 kpc) and V 0 − MV ∼ 14.6 (8.3
kpc). The choice of 0.6 mag as the bin size is derived from the aver-
age errors in DM. These errors mainly originate in the uncertainties
of spectral type and luminosity class determinations combined with
the uncertainties in the corresponding absolute magnitude calibra-
tions. Those two apparent concentrations in the distribution of DM
seem to be coincident with those found by O95, namely Ru 55 A at
4.2 kpc and Ru 55 B at 7.5 kpc, but the stars belonging to each
group are not exactly the same. Our observed sample has 18 stars
in common with O95 showing DM > 12.8. Among these, both O95
and this study agree on four stars from Ru 55 A and seven stars
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Figure 3. He I 4471 A˚, He II 4686 A˚ and Hβ in the spectrum of the double-lined O-type binary LS 985 at two different observing dates: (a) JD 244 9369.698,
and (b) JD 244 9382.601.
Figure 4. Selected absorption and emission lines in the spectrum of the peculiar Be star LS 953.
from Ru 55 B. The other seven would be assigned in this study to
a different group than O95. Taking into account the errors involved
in the DM derived from spectroscopy (σ ∼ 0.6 mag) and that the
two apparent concentrations are only 1.2 mag apart in DM, the
physical reality of each grouping is not well established. Besides,
Figure 5. Low-resolution spectrum of the peculiar Be star [O92] 351.
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Figure 6. Comparison between B–V colour excesses: differences are calcu-
lated as those determined from spectroscopic intrinsic colours minus those
from photometric data alone. The majority of points showing negative val-
ues suggest a slight overestimation of the colour excess by the photometric
method.
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Figure 7. In the upper left-hand panel we show the distribution of the DM of the OB stars in the observed sample. The tightly stripped bins are those stars with
12.8 < DM < 14.0, and loosely stripped bins are those stars 14.0 < DM < 15.2, labelled with squares and triangles in the lower left-hand panel, respectively.
In the upper right-hand panel we show the LSR radial velocity distribution of the OB stars in the same observed sample. The notorious peak (in dark colour)
at about 70 km s−1 suggests a stellar group sharing common kinematics. The lower right-hand panel plots again the spatial distribution, where black triangles
indicate stars in the 70 km s−1 bin, and open circles the rest of the sample. A small box in this panel highlights the concentration of the kinematical sample.
The O-type binary LS 985 is marked with a star.
both groupings are undistinguishable from the point of view of the
radial velocity, colour excess, or spatial distribution. The latter can
be seen in the lower left-hand panel of Fig. 7, where squares identify
stars with 12.8<DM < 14.0 and triangles those with 14.0<DM <
15.2. O95 pointed out that stars belonging to Ru 55 A and Ru 55
B have similar colour excess, a fact that she attributed to most of
the absorbing material being located in front of the nearest group
(Ru 55 A).
The large uncertainties present in the individual stellar distances
and the small number of objects make the identification of a stellar
cluster towards this region extremely difficult using stellar DM as the
only tool. In what follows we include kinematical information from
the stars and the interstellar gas, to better constrain the existence of
a cluster – or association – of stars.
4.2 Stellar kinematics
Fig. 7 (upper right-hand panel) shows the distributions of estimated
radial velocities for all of the observed stars in a histogram. The
choice of 15 km s−1 wide bins is a compromise value between
resolution and keeping a representative number of elements per bin.
The concentration of stars at the bin ranging from 60 to 75 km s−1 is
in accordance with the result just described in the previous section.
These stars are plotted in dark colour in the DM distribution (upper
left-hand panel).
The lower right-hand panel of Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution
of the observed stars with measured radial velocity. Triangles rep-
resent the stars lying in the 60–75 km s−1 bin. This figure suggests
a concentration of early-type stars sharing similar radial velocity
at the same distance modulus and spatially grouped, as marked by
the small box within the surveyed area. In Section 5 we will further
discuss the importance of such a concentration when combined with
the H I distribution.
4.3 H I distribution
In order to investigate the distribution of the interstellar gas in the
vicinity of the cluster, we analysed a series of H I emission images
at positive velocities.
The neutral gas images show a H I cavity centred at (l, b, v) '
(249.◦9,+1.◦7,+65 km s−1) of about 1.◦0 in radius. Fig. 8 displays
the mean brightness temperature T b within the velocity interval 61.5
to 68.3 km s−1, where the H I structure is more clearly defined. Ru
55, which is indicated by a triangle, appears projected close to the
border of the cavity. The minimum is encircled by a thick shell open
opposite the galactic plane. The H I cavity and envelope are also
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Figure 8. Mean brightness temperature within the velocity interval 61.5–
68.3 km s−1 showing the H I cavity probably associated with Ru 55. The
grey-scale corresponds to 12–55 K. Contour levels are drawn from 6 to 44 K
in steps of 2 K. The highest-T b (18 K) contour, plotted with a thicker line,
marks the outer border of the H I minimum. The triangle marks the position
of the nucleus of the stellar group, and the star indicates the position of
LS 985.
visible in the map at l = 250◦ on the Green Bank H I survey (Burton
1985). This last map illustrates that the void does not represent an
H I minimum in the Local (0) and Perseus (+I) interarm region.
Analytical fitting to the circular Galactic rotation model by Brand
& Blitz (1993) predicts that material moving at∼65 km s−1 should
be located at a kinematical distance of 7.0 kpc. A similar result
(7.5 kpc) can be derived from the expressions by Clemens (1985),
which are based on CO observations. On the other hand, based
on the observed velocity field of the Galaxy derived by Brand &
Blitz (1993), which takes into account the presence of non-circular
motions, we estimate that gas at this velocity should be placed at a
kinematical distance of 6 kpc. We adopt a mean kinematical distance
of 6.8 ± 1.5 kpc.
The distance uncertainty, likely to be a lower limit, stems from the
uncertainty in the distances of the H II regions, typically larger than
25 per cent, used by Brand & Blitz to derive the observed galactic
velocity field. The adopted kinematical distance is in agreement,
within the errors, with the distance derived for the cluster using
spectroscopic parallaxes (see Section 5).
4.3.1 Parameters of the main minimum
To derive a few parameters that may help us to quantitatively define
the H I minimum, we have followed the procedure outlined by Ar-
nal & Roger (1997). Bearing in mind the definitions made in that
paper, we have adopted as the outer border of the H I minimum the
highest-T b close contour line (18 K). Likewise, the major and minor
axes of the H I cavity are given by dM and dm, respectively. Due to
projection effects, both axes are likely to be lower limits. By placing
the minor axis halfway along the major axis and perpendicular to
it, the symmetry centre of the minimum is defined as the crossing
Table 2. Parameters of the H I feature.
Symmetry centre (l, b) 249.◦9,+1.◦7
Velocity range v1, v2 (km s−1) +62, +72
V sys (km s−1) +65
Kinematical distance (kpc) 6.8±1.5
dM (pc) 250±40
dm (pc) 170±28
Total atomic missing mass (103 M) 11–36
Volume density n0 (cm−3) 0.1–0.4
Velocity extent 4V (km s−1) 10
point of the axes. The properties of the cavity are given in Table 2.
Linear dimensions, mass and volume density are derived assuming
a distance of 6.8 kpc.
We would like to stress that the velocity extent quoted in Table 2
corresponds to the velocity range where the H I depression remains
detectable from an observational point of view. Very likely, it repre-
sents a lower limit to the real velocity extent of the H I void, because
‘extreme’-velocity gas associated with the cavity could be missed,
owing to confusion effects. The systemic radial velocity, V sys, repre-
sents the velocity at which the H I deficiency achieves its maximum
angular extent.
For the sake of completeness, we would like to remind the reader
that the lower limit for the total atomic mass quoted in Table 2
represents the minimum amount of atomic mass needed to ‘fill in’
the observed H I minimum up to the 18-K contour. In going from
neutral hydrogen mass to total atomic mass, we have assumed solar
abundances by multiplying the H I mass by 1.36. This mass limit
is equivalent to the definition of MmissHI in Arnal & Roger (1997).
On the other hand, since the H I minimum is detected by contrast
with the surrounding H I emission, an alternative estimate of the
missing mass could be derived from a calculation of the H I mass
needed to make the H I minimum undetectable with respect to its
average surrounding atomic hydrogen emission. This last estimate
is very likely an upper limit and corresponds to the definition of MunHI
in Arnal & Roger (1997). These mass extremes are those given in
Table 2 as lower and upper limits for the total atomic missing mass.
The neutral hydrogen emission was assumed to be optically thin.
A lower (higher) limit for the density prevailing in the atomic gas
before the H I minimum was created is obtained as the lower (upper)
limit of total atomic missing mass divided by the volume of the H I
minimum, assumed to be an ellipsoid with major axis dM and the
other axes equal to dm.
Finally, a rough estimate of the kinetic energy of the H I feature
can be obtained as Ek =MV2exp/2, where M equals the total atomic
missing mass. A lower limit to the expansion velocity of 5 km s−1
can be inferred from the velocity extent of the H I cavity (Table 2).
As this value is a lower limit to the true expansion velocity, we
adopted the velocity corresponding to the turbulence motions in the
interstellar medium (ISM; i.e.≈8 km s−1) as the expansion velocity
of the structure. Taking into account these values, the kinetic energy
turns out to be Ek = (0.7–2.3) × 1049 erg.
5 D I S C U S S I O N
5.1 Distance to the cluster
The knowledge of spectral types allows a better characterization of
the stellar population, mostly regarding its evolutionary stage. The
presence of an O9 V + O9.5 III star suggests an age of 5 × 106 yr
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(Massey 1998), considering for the binary pair an evolutionary path
not very different from that of a single O9 V star. Early B supergiants
might have evolved from late O-type stars in similar time-scales.
In order to identify the existence of a cluster (or association) in
the direction of Ru 55, we must analyse the data presented above
and seek evidence that locates stars in a particular place in our
Galaxy. The improved spectral classification presented here allows
us to identify a considerable number of early type stars in the region.
However, this information only describes a projected view. We can
attempt to disentangle it using the LSR radial velocity as a distance
indicator, as there is no ambiguity (although rather large errors)
when determining distances from the rotation curve in the third
quadrant. The colour excess observed for each star can also be used
to estimate relative distances (from the observer) for stars in the
sample. This relies on the assumption that the interstellar material
responsible for reddening piles up smoothly as distance increases,
as there are no notorious clouds or strong filaments towards the
observed direction. We have also derived individual DM to each
star by estimating their absolute magnitude from its spectral type
(spectroscopic parallax). This method, although straightforward, is
very sensitive to uncertainties in the classification process.
We have checked for correlations between these three indepen-
dent distance indicators. Fig. 9 shows the relation between LSR ra-
dial velocity and colour excess. The plot shows that points do not fill
the plane uniformly, as relatively lower radial velocities correspond
to smaller colour excesses (and the same holds for larger values of
V r and E(B–V )). The somewhat large scatter of the whole sample
is reduced if we only consider stars that do not show evidence of ra-
dial velocity variations (filled circles). A similar trend is also seen in
Fig. 10 where we have plotted the same radial velocities now against
the spectroscopic DM. However, the error bars along the x-axis are
much wider, as small uncertainties in the spectral classification lead
to large errors in the absolute magnitudes for early-type stars.
Notwithstanding the uncertainties described we can attempt to
measure the distance to stars that show similar radial velocities (i.e.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Figure 9. Plot of the LSR radial velocity measured for stars in Ru 55 and
their B–V colour excesses determined from spectroscopic intrinsic colours.
Symbols identify stars which show radial velocity variations (open circles)
and those which do not (filled circles).
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Figure 10. Plot of the LSR radial velocity measured for stars in Ru 55 and
their DM determined from spectroscopic absolute magnitudes. Symbols are
identical to those in Fig. 9.
stars included in the ∼70 km s−1 bin in Fig. 7). In order to work
with the most reliable subset we only included in our calculation
those stars that showed no variations in their radial velocity deter-
mined with high-resolution spectroscopy (nine stars). The average
distance modulus derived for these stars is 13.95 ± 0.50, resulting
in a distance of 6.2 ± 1.4 kpc which is consistent with the dis-
tance derived from H I kinematics. Thus, within observational errors,
the agreement both in distance and position between the H I structure
and the most reliable open cluster members enables us to propose
that it is very likely that both objects are physically related.
5.2 Origin of the cavity
It is worth investigating if the cavity could have originated in the
action of the stellar winds of massive stars belonging to Ru 55. The
mechanical energy necessary to blow the observed H I cavity can
be estimated from the energy conserving bubble model (Weaver
et al. 1977) as Eminw = 5Ek = (0.4–1.2) × 1050 erg. This value
can be considered as a lower limit as the observed ratio between
the mechanical energy supplied by the stellar wind Ew and the
kinetic energy Ek of the shell is generally larger than 10 (Cappa &
Herbstmeier 2000).
The mechanical energy Ew supplied by the massive stars of Ru
55 can be estimated as Ew = td Lw, where Lw = 12
P
i
˙Mi V 2w,i , with
˙Mi and V w,i being the mass-loss rates and terminal velocities of the
stars and td the dynamical age of the interstellar bubble.
The last parameter is defined as td = 0.55 R/V exp, where the
constant represents a mean value between the energy and momentum
conserving cases (Koo & McKee 1992) and R is the radius of the
bubble. Adopting R(= √dMdm/2) = 100± 15 pc and V exp = 8 km
s−1, we find td ' (7 ± 1) × 106 yr, in good agreement with the age
estimate derived for the earliest star in the cluster.
An estimate of the mechanical luminosity Lw was derived by
taking into account the contribution from stars having spectral types
earlier than B3 and radial velocities compatible with that of the
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cavity (see Table 1). Their mass-loss rates were estimated from
the expression by Lamers & Leitherer (1993), while their terminal
velocities were adopted from Prinja, Barlow & Howarth (1990).
In the binary system LS 985 [(l, b) = (250.◦25,+0.◦91)], which is
68 pc away from the nucleus of Ru 55, reside the O-type stars in
the stellar group. The position is indicated in Fig. 8 as an asterisk.
According to evolutionary tracks, the current O9.5 III star may have
spent ∼5 × 106 yr in the main sequence as an O8 V star (Massey
1998). We adopted typical stellar wind parameters for O8 V and O9
V stars. The mechanical luminosity derived for the binary system
is 2.5 × 1035 erg s−1, similar to the mechanical luminosity (2.1 ×
1035 erg s−1) estimate corresponding to the B-type stars in the stellar
grouping. Assuming that LS 985 spent 5 × 106 yr in the main
sequence, the total mechanical energy supplied by the stellar group
to the ISM amounts to 0.7× 1050 erg. Thus, the energy supplied by
Ru 55 is barely enough to blow the observed cavity.
There are other early-type candidate stars projected on
to the minimum at a distance compatible with that of Ru
55 and the H I cavity, namely LS 976 [(l, b) = (250.◦10, 0.◦52)],
977(249.◦80, 0.◦82), 992(249.◦57, 1.◦55), 1004(249.◦67, 1.◦75), 1008
(250.◦27, 1.◦41), 1009(251.◦09, 0.◦86) and 1015(250.◦89, 1.◦28). Dis-
tances to these stars were obtained from the calibration in absolute
magnitudes by Reed & Nyman (1996) and visual absorptions in
the range Av = 1.5–2.5 mag. Although luminosities derived using
this calibration suggest that altogether they might contribute up to
10 per cent of the total energy budget, our spectral data reveal that
several of them actually have significantly lower luminosities.
Two other cluster candidates, namely Ru 54 and Ru 58, were noted
by Alter et al. (1970) in the direction of the H I cavity. However, they
have less chance of being able to blow such a cavity as they seem
to lack OB stars. None the less, we have obtained a few spectra
for the brightest stars in the Ru 58 field, but found later-type stars
which have LSR radial velocity close to zero, suggesting they are
foreground stars.
5.3 LS 985 circumstellar activity
Some shells of H I surrounding interstellar bubbles possess counter-
parts at radio continuum and infrared wavelengths (van der Werf &
Higgs 1990; Cappa & Herbstmeier 2000) displaying a similar mor-
phology to that observed in the H I line. An inspection of the total
power ‘large-scale’ component image of the 2.47-GHz continuum
survey (Duncan et al. 1995) shows the presence of a 5.◦9 long and
2.◦3 wide emission feature partially projected on to the H I cavity. A
closer look at the correspondence (on the plane of the sky) between
the H I structure displayed in Fig. 8 and the continuum distribution
does not show the sort of spatial correlation that we would expect if
they were physically related. Hence, we conclude that no extended
radio continuum feature is related to the cavity. With regard to the
large-scale IR emission, a similar conclusion can be drawn after
analysing the 60- and 100-µm IRAS images.
Because massive stars have a large output of photons shortward
of the Lyman continuum limit (λ6 912 A˚) they are likely to be sur-
rounded by regions of ionized gas. Following Schaerer & de Koter
(1997) the total number of ionizing photons, N Lyc emitted by LS 985
is N Lyc ∼ (9.2+8.7−5.3)× 1048 s−1. The quoted uncertainties are derived
under the assumption that the spectral types are accurate to within
one spectral class. A look at the total power ‘small-scale’ images
of the 2.47-GHz survey shows, besides scatter emission all over
the area, a region of weak and patchy emission that is mostly con-
fined within a circle of ∼0.◦9 in radius centred on LS 985 (Fig. 11).
The measured flux density is 6.3 ± 1.4 Jy and, following Chaisson
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Figure 11. Total power ‘small-scale’ structure image at 2.47 GHz. The
grey-scale goes from −50 (light grey) to 300 (dark grey) mJy beam−1. The
contour level is 85 mJy beam−1. The star marks the position of LS 985 and
the circle delineates an area of 0.◦9 in radius.
(1976), the number of ionizing photons needed to keep ionized an
optically thin H II region located 6.8 kpc away is N Lyc ∼ (2.4 ±
1.4) × 1049 s−1. This figure agrees, within errors, with the number
of ionizing photons emitted by LS 985. Owing to this, the low-level
continuum emission observed around LS 985 may represent an H II
region powered by this binary system. As LS 985 itself may be
located within the low-density cavity shown in Section 4.3.1, the
observed H II region may result from the impact of the high-energy
ionizing photons on to the H I shell engulfing the interstellar bubble,
providing thus further evidence in favour of a physical association
between the H I cavity and LS 985. The reality of the low-level emis-
sion around LS 985 can also be judged from Fig. 12 which shows
the results of a ring integration carried out on the ‘small-scale’ im-
ages of the 2.47-GHz continuum survey, on 5-arcmin wide annuli
centred on LS 985. The abscissae represent angular distance from
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Figure 12. Ring integrations carried out on the image displayed in Fig. 11.
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LS 985 expressed in units of degree, while the ordinates are the
mean continuum flux density within a given annulus. Clearly, the
continuum emission level within a circle of radius 0.◦9, S = 79 ±
11 mJy beam−1, is well above the mean emission of the surrounding
region, namely S = 51 ± 5 mJy beam−1.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
Combining new photometric and spectroscopic information in the
optical range, together with radio wavelength data, we have searched
for the presence of a stellar cluster (or association) through the
Puppis window.
From the radial velocity data – backed by a strong correlation
with colour excesses – we have identified a stellar association which
shares a common LSR radial velocity (∼67 km s−1) with a H I de-
pletion. Star LS 985, found to be an early-type spectroscopic binary,
should have had enough energy to be the major star responsible for
blowing the cavity. Furthermore, from the expected evolutionary
stages of the earliest-type stars, we estimate an age of the cluster of
∼5 × 106 yr. This is in good agreement with the cavity evolution
time-scales and LS 985 seems to be triggering the formation of an
H II region within the depletion.
The errors involved in individual DM determinations do not al-
low a clear differentiation between both groups identified by O95.
Moreover, we were not able to identify any star grouping that could
be linked to their Ru 55 A cluster.
Unfortunately, Ru 55 lies too far to make use of Tycho-2 (Høg
et al. 2000) proper motions to determine spatial velocities. Typical
errors for stars in this region are 2.5 mas yr−1, which correspond to
more than 70 km s−1 at the OB association distance. We expect that
future missions, such as GAIA, will provide useful proper motion
information.
We can therefore suggest the use of Ru 55 as a spiral struc-
ture tracer. At a distance of about 6 kpc – independently estimated
from spectroscopic parallaxes and gas kinematics – in the [(l, b) =
(250◦, −1◦)] direction we place it as an extension of the Perseus
arm.
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